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ABSTRACT

Many studies have explored how individual differences can affect
users’ susceptibility to cybersickness in a VR application. However,
the lack of strategy to integrate the influence of each factor on
cybersickness makes it difficult to utilize the results of existing
research. Based on the fuzzy logic theory that can represent the
effect of different factors as a single value containing integrated
information, we developed two approaches including the knowledge-
based Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system and the data-driven
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to involve three
individual differences (Age, Gaming experience and Ethnicity). We
correlated the corresponding outputs with the simulator sickness
questionnaire (SSQ) scores in a simple navigation scenario. The
correlation coefficients obtained through a 4-fold cross validation
were found statistically significant with both fuzzy logic approaches,
indicating their effectiveness to influence the occurrence and the
level of cybersickness. Our work provides insights to establish
customized experiences for VR navigation by involving individual
differences.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality; Com-
puting methodologies—Artificial intelligence—Knowledge repre-
sentation and reasoning—Vagueness and fuzzy logic; Information
systems—Information retrieval—Users and interactive retrieval—
Personalization

1 INTRODUCTION

Consumer-friendly virtual reality (VR) gained popularity in the last
years thanks to the development of affordable head-mounted dis-
plays such as HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. The easy access to these
devices enables researchers and engineers to develop various VR
applications for medical training [19], education [34] or patient re-
habilitation [30]. VR also represents an excellent opportunity for
companies to reorganize themselves and adapt their processes to new
conditions imposed especially by the COVID-19 pandemic [10]. For
example, Yang et al. reported that during the global pandemic, high-
fidelity and low-latency VR technologies helped many conferences
successfully going online, featuring participants’ virtual avatars fully
mobile and immersed in virtual conference environments, which
contributed to preventing the virus from spreading [46]. The Na-
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tional Academy of Engineering (NAE) spotlit the advantages of VR
by advocating that “Enhancing Virtual Reality” is among the top
grand challenges of engineering in the twenty-first century [29]. VR
has attracted worldwide stakeholders to impact various sectors, and
it is expected to reach a $80.7 billion market size by 2024 [14].

The characteristic of VR is to enable a user to be immersed in a
virtual environment (VE) and to interact with it [37], which means
back and forth actions between the user and the VE. Consequently,
the focal point of VR should be to provide a more user-oriented and
customized experience for better immersion, rather than technolog-
ical aspects. Similarly, Merienne claimed that the perceiver is at
the center of a VR application, and awareness of the technologies
and human factors are essential to promote the efficiency of the
application [28].

Navigation is a fundamental task for a large number of domains
using VR. The users ought to adapt their viewpoint so as to explore
unknown VEs, search or maneuver objects [26]. However, naviga-
tion in a VE is associated with the possible manifestation of various
negative symptoms such as nausea, disorientation, headaches, fa-
tigue, sweating and eye strain, which is termed as cybersickness [27].
Multiple human-related factors such as sex, age, gaming experience
and ethnicity, and external factors, including navigation methods and
visual display parameters, have proved to influence the occurrence
of cybersickness; the correlation between these factors and cyber-
sickness has also been widely investigated in previous work [7,9,44].
The level of sickness symptoms varies significantly among individ-
uals, depending on the technologies being utilized, the tasks being
conducted and the design of the virtual environment [20]. However,
in practice, controlling cybersickness based on external factors relies
heavily on the collaboration between application developers and
device manufacturers to optimize the display techniques, which is
effective but also costly. We aim to propose a light indicator that
can adapt the navigation settings based on individual characteris-
tics, such that the application developer can maximize the use and
advantage of existing devices.

The motion sickness susceptibility questionnaire (MSSQ) short-
form [11] can estimate one’s susceptibility to cybersickness by ana-
lyzing different sorts of motion that can induce sickness, for example,
cars, buses or coaches, trains and so on. However, it fails to include
the effect of individual characteristics such as Age, Gaming experi-
ence, Ethnicity among others [36]. Existing references studied the
effect of individual characteristics on cybersickness [7, 9, 44], while
very little research investigated strategies to utilize this knowledge
to design a cybersickness indicator with which we can get prelimi-
nary recognition of one’s susceptibility to cybersickness beforehand.
The objective of this work is to bridge this gap. Our ambition is
wide, but in this paper, we present the fundamental step to develop
this cybersickness indicator: we first present the approach to fuse
knowledge from the current literature, based on the fuzzy inference
system (FIS) and neural network algorithms, which can infer the



quantized cybersickness indicator; next, we validate its reliability
from a theoretical viewpoint. In the long term, we intend to develop
a customized navigation interface by deploying such an indicator
so that a VR system could better adapt to users. Our choice for FIS
lies in the fact that numberless regression techniques are data-driven
models that can predict individual susceptibility to cybersickness.
However, they are not suitable for the current situation. Fuzzy logic
models are formulated from existing rules or learned from data to
formulate the rules, enabling researchers to apply expert knowledge
to an application. At the same time, regression techniques are only
nonlinear fitting of data correlation. Also, regression techniques rely
heavily on the dataset’s quality, which is a challenge and cannot
make the most of prior information based on expert knowledge. We
argue that prior expert knowledge, accumulated over decades of
intense research, should not be dismissed and ignored.

2 FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEMS

A fuzzy inference system (FIS) is a nonlinear mapping which de-
duces outputs according to fuzzy reasoning and a class of fuzzy
if-then rules. FIS is primarily applied to situations where either the
expression about the investigated problems is vague and uncertain
or the systems are difficult to be exactly modeled [47]. FIS relies
heavily on the knowledge and experience from professional and
domain experts, and therefore it is hard to attain satisfactory out-
comes if enough prior information is lacking [3, 5]. The structure
of a FIS is depicted in Fig. 1. The database defines membership
functions (MFs) used to partition linguistic variables (small, middle,
large, and so on), and then, the inference engine carries out a reason-
ing procedure based on the fuzzy rules and given inputs to determine
a reasonable output or consequence. In this work, as the correlation
between influence factors and cybersickness can be acquainted with
domain experts or past literature, FIS can include this knowledge
naturally and predict cybersickness conveniently. We will detail this
knowledge that we obtained from references or numerical data, and
apply them to the FIS structure in Section 3.

The literature reports three types of FIS: Mamdani-type, Sugeno-
type and Tsukamoto-type [18]. Our work here will use the Mamdani-
type and the Sugeno-type models. The Mamdani-type system needs
to find the centroid of a composed MF by integrating across a con-
tinuously varying function. The Sugeno-type system uses a single-
ton (constant value or linear mathematical functions) as the MF of
the rule consequent [18]. The Mamdani method is advantageous to
utilize expert knowledge in a more intuitive and human-like manner
despite substantial computational burden, while the Sugeno method
is computationally beneficial and works well with optimization and
adaptive techniques.

On the other hand, the Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference sys-
tem (ANFIS) is a hybrid method that incorporates the benefits of
both FIS and artificial neural networks (ANN) to derive the fuzzy
if-then rules with suitable MFs acquired from numerical data [17].
The main advantage of ANFIS is to automatically determine the op-
timal parameters of FIS from data instead of using prior knowledge
and information from experts or past literature. This is achieved
thanks to the strong learning ability of ANN, so that optimizing the
unknown parameters with the input-output data sets is workable, and
the optimization of these parameters during the training process is
carried out to minimize the error between the predicted output and
the actual output [12]. The parameters optimized by ANFIS consist
of the premise parameters that represent the shape of the MFs, and
the consequent parameters that illustrate the comprehensive output
of ANFIS [39]. With these optimal parameters, ANFIS can be de-
ployed to predict or estimate the output with new inputs. Back to
Fig. 1, when the fuzzy rules are constructed with experts or literature
knowledge, FIS is commonly referred as Mamdani-type system, and
when the fuzzy rules are derived from numerical data, FIS is noted
as ANFIS.

FIS has been employed in various computer-human inter-
face (CHI) areas to develop subject-dependent systems. Wu et al.
suggested including linguistic rules instead of precise functions to
model uncertainties, and also to create fuzzy rule-based controllers
to describe the user’s affective or cognitive state [45]. Ota et al.
proposed applying rule-based fuzzy logic to measure the compe-
tence and surgical skills of the trainee of a VR educational simulator,
and this evaluation can be conducted together with the teaching
session [32].

There exist also many studies based on fuzzy logic to support
adaptive systems. Cueva-Fernandez et al. presented an adaptive
speed interface for users to create software applications in the au-
tomotive context only with their voice. The interface can suit the
user’s level of experience based on fuzzy rules [6]. With seven
fuzzy rules considering ten characteristics, they computed a single
output: the level of expertise and concentration of the user, i.e., be-
ginner, intermediate, or advanced; then the system presents a higher
or lower level of options and information depending on the user’s
level. Nyongesa et al. developed a fuzzy logic-based approach for
webpage adaptation to improve users’ shopping experience [31].
As fuzzy logic can help analyze ambiguous presentations of shop-
ping activities, much information such as purchase frequency, last
purchase time and product presentation is obtained from users to
facilitate interface personalization and adaptation. Hamam et al.
proposed a taxonomy for measuring a haptic VR application’s expe-
rience quality based on the Mamdani-type FIS [13]. Their model
contained five inputs (media synchronization, quality of perception,
haptic rendering, degree of immersion, user satisfaction ) described
in a linguistic scale and presented by different MFs, and the fuzzy
logic infers the quality of experience using the output: intolerable,
unacceptable, average, excellent, and perfect.

These studies inspire this work but we focus more on user-
modeling for VR sickness. Therefore, this study aims to develop
fuzzy models including FIS and ANFIS to predict the susceptibility
to cybersickness arising from immersive virtual navigation based on
the individual differences (e.g., age, gaming experience and ethnic-
ity), enabling VR application designers to set navigation parameters
that can provide user-customized experience. The novelties of this
work are summarized as follows:

• Using a model-based FIS approach by integrating existing
knowledge from the literature, we can have an overall under-
standing of the proneness to simulator sickness depending on
explicit individual differences.

• Using a data-driven ANFIS approach, we can get rid of the
literature knowledge but still extract knowledge from input-
output datasets to predict an overall tendency to simulator
sickness, which proved to have better performance than with
the FIS approach.

• Our work opens the possibility to design adaptive VR applica-
tions based on individual characteristics.

3 EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS ON CYBERSICKNESS

Many individual factors can affect the susceptibility to cybersickness,
but, as an exploratory study, we focused on Age, Gaming experience
and Ethnicity at this stage, because we can obtain this informa-
tion easily through questionnaires and fuzzify them straightforward
through MFs. It should be noted that the correlation between these
factors and cybersickness was summarized from the literature, and
in this work, we accepted their findings as they were, which was a
premise of our fuzzy logic model.

3.1 Age
Susceptibility to cybersickness rises up for children from the age
of 2 to 12 years, but it remarkably decreases between 12 and 21
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Figure 1: Block diagram for a fuzzy inference system.

years, then drops gradually thereafter [25, 35], as presented in Fig. 2.
Therefore, the elder are less prone to cybersickness [7] and for those
around 50, the occurrence of cybersickness is almost negligible [25].
Similarly, children prior to the age of 2 years are highly immune to
cybersickness, which may have an evolutionary value as they are
carried and jostled during this period [4]. Reason and Brand [35]
explained such effect: children’s senses are not fully formulated and
are still highly flexible and adaptable.

Figure 2: Trend of susceptibility to sickness against increasing age
(inferred from [35] and [25]).

3.2 Gaming experience

Participants with prior gaming experience can perform better and
interact with virtual environments more efficiently than those with-
out, which implies that individual gaming experience can potentially
affect some sickness symptoms. Smith et al. compared the perfor-
mance in terms of spatial perception, task completion time, jumping
ability, and travel speed and accuracy. They found that participants
with a prior computer gaming experience gain an advantage over
non-gamers, as gamers in 3D virtual environments are frequently
requested to achieve rapid and accurate locomotion. They have
developed solid abilities, including spatial awareness and naviga-
tion [38]. Similarly, Häkkinen et al. reported that participants with
less computer proficiency, technology and gaming experience have
significantly more cybersickness symptoms when exposed to mobile
stereoscopic stimuli than other participants [15]. Furthermore, they
suggested that participants who have little computer and gaming ex-
perience are likely to hold a more neutral or negative attitude rather
than enthusiasm towards new technology, and therefore they will
feel more stressful and pay excessive attention to sickness symptoms
they are experiencing.

Knight and Arns claimed that young individuals are less prone to
cybersickness due to a growing number of individuals with gaming
experience [24], motivating us to investigate the effect of gaming
experience on cybersickness. Iskenderova et al. performed a Pearson
correlation to investigate the relationship between the frequency of
playing games and cybersickness [16]. They found that individuals
with more gaming experience report less side effects due to the habit-
uation to cybersickness, since similar sickness symptoms may appear

on non-VR displays. With the intention of using physiological sig-
nals to predict cybersickness, Dennison et al. also found that those
with gaming experience generally report less cybersickness [8].

3.3 Ethnicity
Very little research investigates the effect of ethnicity on cyber-
sickness, and to the best of our knowledge, one pioneer work was
carried out by Klosterhalfen et al. [23]. In their experiment, 227
healthy Caucasian and 82 Asian subjects were exposed to nausea-
inducing body rotation on a rotational chair along the yaw axis. The
motion-sickness susceptibility questionnaire (MSSQ) and the total
rotation tolerance time (RT) measured the severity of sickness. The
results showed that the average RT for the Caucasian group is sig-
nificantly higher than for the Asian group, and the MSSQ score for
the Caucasians is lower than for Asian participants. Reasons may
be that Asian individuals probably inherited a lower threshold and
sensitivity to the feedback on one or more physiological stimuli,
including osmolality, stress hormones or blood pressure, which con-
trol the release of vasopressin [41]. A former study also found that
Asian subjects suffer greater disturbance in gastric activity, and they
reported more severe cybersickness than European-American and
African-American groups when exposed to a rotating optokinetic
drum to induce sickness [40].

4 MODEL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we briefly present the Sugeno-type ANFIS and
Mamdani-type FIS methods. Their implementation is detailed
clearly in the MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox [1].

4.1 Sugeno-type ANFIS architecture
The architecture of ANFIS used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The system starts with three inputs, x, y and z, representing Age,
Gaming experience and Ethnicity, respectively. The MF O1,i implies
the degree to which the given t belongs to a quantifier, for example,
little, middle and high. The MFs are minimum equal to 0 and
maximum equal to 1. Some MFs, such as triangular, trapezoidal and
Gaussian, are qualified to use, but the most common is the Gaussian
bell-shaped function, given as,

MF(t) =
1

1+( t−ci
ai

)2bi
(1)

where ai, bi and ci are the premise parameters to be optimized
through the learning algorithm. When changing their values, the
bell-shaped functions vary consequently, displaying various configu-
rations of MFs.

Then the rule base embraces three fuzzy if-then rules of the
Sugeno-type [42],

Rule 1: If x is A1, y is B1 and z is C1, then f1 = p1x+ q1y+
r1z+ s1

Rule 2: If x is A2, y is B2 and z is C2, then f2 = p2x+ q2y+
r2z+ s2
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Figure 3: Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system architecture; note that the MFs and consequent functions are determined by expert knowledge in
FIS, which is the main difference between ANFIS and FIS.

Rule 3: If x is A3, y is B3 and z is C3, then f3 = p3x+ q3y+
r3z+ s3

MFAi, MFBi, MFCi, fi are parameterized functions, i = 1,2,3. The
purpose of the neural network is to adapt the premise parameters
for MFAi, MFBi, MFCi and the consequent parameters (pi, qi, ri and
si for fi. The optimal settings of these parameters are searched
through a hybrid learning algorithm to minimize the error between
the observed and predicted outputs. The bell-shaped functions vary
as the values change, displaying various configurations of MFs.
A detailed explanation about the ANFIS architecture and related
examples can be found in [5, 17, 48].

4.2 Knowledge-based Mamdani-type FIS architecture
In the ANFIS model (Fig. 3), the if-else rules should be constructed
through the learning algorithm by adapting the parameters of the
Gaussian bell-shaped function, while in the FIS model, instead of
obtaining the configuration of the MFs and consequent functions
through optimization, we can define them by summarizing from the
existing literature directly. The consequent function in FIS is also
represented by an MF. According to the above-mentioned effects of
age, gaming experience and ethnicity in Section 3 and considering
that in our database, participants were higher than 12 years old
and included primarily Asian and European populations, we could
design the following fuzzy if-else rules,

• – If the age is low, the level of cybersickness is high
– If the age is middle, the level of cybersickness is middle
– If the age is high, the level of cybersickness is low

• – If the gaming experience is little, the level of cybersick-
ness is high

– If the gaming experience is middle, the level of cyber-
sickness is middle

– If the gaming experience is high, the level of cybersick-
ness is low

• – If the ethnicity is Asian, the level of cybersickness is
high

– If the ethnicity is a miscegenation between European
and Asian, the level of cybersickness is middle

– If the ethnicity is European, the level of cybersickness is
low

FIS relies on these predefined fuzzy rules as premises to construct
the inference system; thus, FIS is mainly employed in cases where
either the system model is difficult to be constructed mathematically
or the description of the studying problems is vague and equivocal.
The Mamdani-type FIS is regarded as a knowledge-based system,
since predefined if-else rules based on human knowledge from the
experts or references are of great importance for this architecture. A
detailed computing process is given in [18].

4.3 Sampled data
From our past studies (performed in the same condition) related
to cybersickness, we accumulated 270 samples among which 26
samples were not included since the associated participants did not
finish the test. Each sample consists of age, gaming experience,
ethnicity, and cybersickness levels. Fig. 4 presents the individual
characteristics of each sample from which we can observe the distri-
bution. For the convenience of notation, the Ethnicity value of the
Asians was assigned to 0 while that of the Caucasians was 1. To our
knowledge, we did not found any ethnic effects for participants from
another ethnicity. Therefore, an Ethnicity value between 0 and 1 was
selected considering their ancestors. Each sample’s characteristics
are scattered uniformly in the given range, which can help avoid
data bias in the validation.

The experimental steps are illustrated in Fig. 5. First, the par-
ticipants signed a consent form, and they were given instructions
about what they were asked to do in the virtual environment and
how to control their navigation with an HTC Vive hand controller
or a Flystick controller in a CAVE system. Before the task started,
participants had to fill a questionnaire about their health condition
and information about age, gaming experience and ethnicity; they
also had to fill the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) to record
a pre-exposure level of cybersickness. They were allowed to drop
out if they felt severe sickness. During the experiment, the partic-
ipants navigated through the virtual scenario presented in Fig. 7,
inside either an HTC Vive or a 5-sided 4K CAVE system, and us-
ing a controller-based navigation technique. All participants had to
walk on the same path and navigate for an equal distance as fast as
possible, during which they had to frequently accelerate, decelerate
or make a turn to avoid obstacles on the path. The aim of these
frequent changes in speed was to induce VR sickness easily. Each
test lasted around 5.5 minutes on average. Because of the visual
stimuli displayed to the participants, they could experience sickness
symptoms. Hence, a second SSQ was requested to be filled after
finishing the task in the immersive environment. The SSQ score



Figure 4: Individual characteristics of each sample, including Age, Gaming experience, Ethnicity and Gender.
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Figure 5: Experimental procedure conducted to collect data.

Figure 6: SSQ score with respect to each sample in Fig. 4.

was measured as the difference between the post- and pre-exposure
questionnaires. The distribution of the SSQ scores resulting from
the experiment for each sample is depicted in Fig. 6.

A preprocessing of the data was performed to convert the linguis-
tic answers in the questionnaires to a crisp value that will constitute
the input of the proposed fuzzy models. For example, “Caucasian”
was assigned a value of 1 while “Asian” was assigned a value a 0.

Figure 7: View of the virtual scenario in which the user had to navigate
through the path.

5 VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED METHODS

According to a given Age, Gaming experience and Ethnicity, FIS
and ANFIS are supposed to predict the proneness to cybersickness,
and we noted the proneness as O f is and Oan f is, respectively. During
the validation, we expected to find an effective correlation between
the predicted proneness and the ground truth simulator sickness
questionnaire (SSQ) score. We made the following hypotheses,

• O f is is correlated with the SSQ score



• Oan f is is correlated with the SSQ score

Note that we were interested in the SSQ score rather than its sub-
scales (Nausea, Oculomotor, Disorientation) because we did not
found enough expert knowledge from previous studies to link these
sub-scale scores to individual characteristics.

5.1 Principle of validation
Our validation relied mainly on theoretical aspects at the current
stage. Performance validations were carried out based on the corre-
lation coefficient and a k-fold cross-validation. We will highlight the
related concepts and explain why our architectures were reliable.

The correlation coefficient r between two variables is represented
by a value ranging from −1 to 1, where a value of zero indicates
the strongest disagreement and ±1 reveals a perfect fit and agree-
ment [43]. With the correlation coefficient, we expected to see how
much the output from fuzzy models can be associated with the SSQ,
and if the fuzzy models worked well to composite individual dif-
ferences, we would get a proper value of r between the composite
value and the SSQ.

The k-fold cross-validation [33] is a statistical method to assess
the performance of machine learning models on unseen data. This
model is easy to handle and implement with lower bias than other
methods [2]. The procedure contains a single parameter k indicating
the number of sets that the assigned data is divided into around equal
size. Every set is sequentially used to test the model constructed
from k−1 training sets. Figure 8 shows the validation process for
a k = 4-fold cross-validation. In ANFIS, we implemented a 4-fold
cross-validation method to validate the outputs’ reliability: 3-fold of
data for training the ANFIS model and the remaining fold of data
for computing the correlation coefficient. In Mamdani-type FIS,
since there is no training process, we computed each fold of data’s
correlation coefficient and took their average as the mean correlation
coefficient.

5.2 Correlation between Mamdani-type FIS outputs and
SSQ

Tab. 1 contains the correlation coefficients among individual factors,
the level of cybersickness (i.e., the SSQ score) and the Mamdani-
type FIS output (i.e., O f is), and the p-value associated with each
correlation coefficient aside to show the statistical power. If our
assumption was true, the correlation between the SSQ score and
individual differences should be congruent with the correlation be-
tween O f is and individual differences. The significance level in this
work was set to .05.

A significant negative correlation was observed between O f is and
Ethnicity (r59 = −.736, p < .01) and Gaming experience (r59 =
−.509, p < .01), while the correlation between O f is and Age was
very weak, r59 = .215, p = .114. The negative symbol validated the
if-else rules for the effect of Ethnicity and Gaming experience, but
the if-else rule for the effect of Age needed further investigation.

The SSQ score illustrated a similar trend as O f is in terms of
correlation with other factors, but only the correlation between SSQ
and Gaming experience was significant, r59 = −.367, p = .022.
The correlations between SSQ and Ethnicity (r59 = −.238, p =
.297), and between SSQ and Age (r59 =−.048, p = .545) did not
demonstrate any significance. Last, O f is and SSQ were found to be
significantly correlated, r59 = .438, p = .029.

5.3 Correlation between ANFIS outputs and SSQ
Under the same statistical approach and data splitting, Tab. 2 reports
the correlation coefficients among individual factors, the SSQ score
and the ANFIS output (i.e., Oan f is), and the corresponding p-value
for each correlation coefficient. Since the correlation between SSQ
and other individual factors has been reported in Tab. 1, these values
did not change in Tab. 2. Therefore we focused on reporting the
correlations between Oan f is and the related individual factors.

A significant negative correlation was observed between Oan f is
and Ethnicity (r59 =−.363, p < .01) and Gaming experience (r59 =
−.573, p < .01), while the correlation between Oan f is and Age
was not significant, r59 = −.078, p = .596. Similarly, Oan f is was
inversely correlated with Ethnicity and Gaming experience, which
was also consistent with the respective if-else rules developed in the
previous section. Oan f is and SSQ were found to be better correlated
compared with the Mamdani-type output, r59 = .624, p < .01.

6 DISCUSSION

This study aimed to find a way to composite individual factors to
predict the susceptibility to cybersickness, and we proposed our
approach with the fuzzy logic. With predefined if-else rules and data
learned features, the outputs of FIS and ANFIS demonstrated signif-
icant correlations with the SSQ. The FIS and ANFIS architectures
were formulated differently, but it validated both architectures and
the feasibility of our proposal that VR developers could use fuzzy
logic to involve individual factors during the design of navigation
interfaces. For example, depending on O f is or Oan f is predicted from
the user’s characteristics, the navigation speed, acceleration, and
immersion time could be adapted accordingly (Fig. 9).

Many individual factors can affect the proneness to cybersick-
ness [27,44], but the models comprised only three factors (Ethnicity,
Age and Gaming experience), which might be the reason why the
correlation magnitude was moderate, .438 for the Mamdani-type FIS
and .624 for ANFIS. Thanks to the scalability of FIS and ANFIS, we
can easily introduce additional factors to characterize cybersickness
more precisely. To introduce new factors into the Mamdani-type FIS,
we needed to provide clearly the if-else rules for this factor. For ex-
ample, Illness is another factor reported to increase the susceptibility
to cybersickness [27]; thus, the if-else rules could be:

• If the participant is a little ill, the level of cybersickness is low

• If the participant is moderately ill, the level of cybersickness is
middle

• If the participant is seriously ill, the level of cybersickness is
high

Then, these new rules could be added to the Mamdani-type FIS ar-
chitecture for estimating the level of cybersickness. Simultaneously,
ANFIS can automatically construct the if-else rules based on the fed
data. Depending on the situation, if we knew the potential effect of
such factor on the susceptibility to cybersickness, we could apply
the Mamdani-type FIS model; otherwise, the data-driven ANFIS
could be an advantageous alternative. However, we cannot add an
arbitrary factor to this model. Fuzzy logic is a computing method
based on the “degree of truth” instead of the usual “true or false” (1
or 0) Boolean logic. The membership function expresses the degree
of truth. For example, when participants are asked to report their
gender, two choices are usually proposed in past studies, male or
female, which is not fuzzy but Boolean logic.

As we had involved three human factors and an SSQ score
in our dataset, the dataset reliability validation should find some
correlations among these factors. However, only a correlation be-
tween SSQ and the Gaming experience reported from our dataset
(r59 = −0.367, p = .022) was close to the one reported in [16]
(r31 = −0.38, p = .04). The absence of significant correlations
between SSQ and Ethnicity and between SSQ and Age might be
due to the lack of enough participants with different ethnicity and
ages. According to past literature [25, 35], Age is supposed to be an
influential factor that affects the level of cybersickness. However,
ANFIS also did not find any significant effect of Age despite its
learning ability, and such insignificance was also observed from the
Mamdani-type FIS output. This finding needed to be interpreted
with similar caution: the Age of the participants considered here
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Figure 8: Example of a 4-fold cross validation: the data is split into four folds and in each division, the model is built with three folds and validated
with one fold; the overall performance is obtained by computing the arithmetic mean.

Table 1: Correlation coefficients and p-values between inputs and Mamdani-type FIS outputs

O f is Ethnicity Age Gaming experience SSQ
correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value

O f is 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Ethnicity -0.736 0.005 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Age 0.215 0.114 -0.1626 0.359 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Gaming experience -0.509 0.001 0.030 0.439 -0.371 0.009 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

SSQ 0.438 0.029 -0.238 0.297 -0.048 0.545 -0.367 0.022 1
. . .

Table 2: Correlation coefficients and p-values between inputs and ANFIS outputs

Oan f is Ethnicity Age Gaming experience SSQ
correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value correlation p-value

Oan f is 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Ethnicity -0.365 0.005 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Age -0.078 0.596 -0.163 0.359 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

Gaming experience -0.573 0.001 0.030 0.439 -0.371 0.009 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

SSQ 0.624 0.001 -0.238 0.297 -0.048 0.545 -0.367 0.022 1
. . .
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Fuzzy 
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Figure 9: Process for using fuzzy logic methods to predict user’s
susceptibility to cybersickness and then adapt navigation parameters.

ranged from 18 to 35, which only covered a small range of age, and
a further study with participants from the adolescent to the elderly
might provide more substantial support. As a cybersickness pre-
dictor, O f is or Oan f is were significantly correlated with Ethnicity
and Gaming experience whereas SSQ was not. Reasons might be
that the SSQ value from the questionnaires could contain unreli-
able, ambiguous and arbitrary emotional feedback [21]. Instead,
O f is or Oan f is derived from either Mamdani-type FIS or ANFIS can
avoid noisy information and strongly link to both sides (SSQ and
individual factors).

We presented two strategies to integrate individual factors to
propose a cybersickness indicator. With existing knowledge about
the effect of personal characteristics, FIS could alleviate the amount
of data needed to produce a successful estimation of cybersickness,
keeping the consumption of data to a minimum, as data are expensive
to produce and obtain. On the other hand, with the available data,
ANFIS proved to have better performance than FIS because ANFIS

can learn and extract features from numerical data. Theoretically,
artificial neural network (ANN) or other regression approaches can
also learn the feature actively from the data to associate individual
attributes with the level of cybersickness. Additionally, there are
many studies comparing their performance, suggesting that both
approaches could present competitive achievement if fine-tuned [22,
48]. However, this paper aimed to engage individual differences into
VR navigation systems. We preferred to use the FIS method because
it can utilize prior expert knowledge naturally without using any data.
It was also important to distinguish between a regression problem
and a fuzzy logic problem: a regression problem aims to find the
unknown correlation among variables, but the fuzzy logic method
will take advantage of existing correlation (i.e., expert knowledge)
for prediction. In our work, we had known the effect of Age, Gaming
experience and Ethnicity on cybersickness from literature, and we
composited such knowledge through fuzzy logic and provided a
single output. Hence, we did not use the regression method as the
baseline to compare.

7 CONCLUSION

We proposed fuzzy logic as a method to composite existing knowl-
edge about the effect of individual factors on cybersickness, and
we successfully demonstrated a significant correlation between the
composited value and the level of cybersickness. We only introduced
three factors as individual properties (age, ethnicity, and gaming ex-
perience) in this study, which was not enough to cover all individual
differences in VR sickness susceptibility when exposing users to



visual stimuli. Put differently, the correlation coefficient’s magni-
tude was moderate, probably due to the lack of involved individual
factors. Still, significant p-values ensured the reliability of the output
of fuzzy logic despite small correlation coefficients. Hence, further
factors such as gender, controllability of postural stability, physical
illness, visual acuity and emotional states were worth investigating
with the proposed approach, which shall enhance the precision and
reliability of the model. However, including too many factors may
introduce additional noise to the model, as their effects on VR sick-
ness were not apparent. We would perform a deeper literature study,
experiment and develop some pre-processing techniques for these
factors to improve the overall reliability.

Thanks to fuzzy logic, we can exploit the premise knowledge
from experts, literature and data to predict side effects individually.
In the next step, we were planning to carry out user experiments
on a VR platform in which the navigation interface can be adapted
according to the output of fuzzy logic, and we will also consider
involving some real-time adaptation strategy based on physiological
signals (e.g., GSR, HRV), allowing us to develop an immersive VR
environment with better customized performance and experience.
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